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INTRODUCTION
This paper provides a positive and a negative result concerning presen-
tations of modules. The positive result is a characterization of strongly
Ž .isomorphic presentations see the definition below of modules over local
domains, by means of cardinal invariants associated with the presentations.
It is originated and heavily influenced by a paper by Hill and Megibben
w xHM on equivalent presentations of abelian groups. Such a result and its
applications emphasize the relevance of modules which admit null presen-
tations, that is, whose associated cardinal invariant vanishes.
The negative result shows that, when R is a valuation domain which is
not a DVR, it is hopeless to get a characterization of R-modules with null
presentations in terms of cardinal invariants associated with the modules.
w xNote that, using arguments by Hill and Megibben HM, Sect. 4 , we obtain
such a characterization for modules over a DVR.
We illustrate now the background and the motivations of the positive
result on strongly isomorphic presentations.
Let R be a ring. For a given R-module A, two presentations of A
p
E: 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0,
p
X
X X XE : 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0,
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with G and GX free R-modules, are said to be
Ž . Ž .1 equi¤alent or isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism c :
X Ž . XG “ G such that c H s H ;
Ž .2 strongly isomorphic if every automorphism f of A lifts to an
X Ž X .isomorphism c : G “ G i.e., there exists c such that f (p s p (c .
Obviously, two strongly isomorphic presentations are equivalent. The
converse is not true as the following presentation of a cyclic group of
prime order p G 5 shows:
0 “ pZ “ Z “ ZrpZ “ 0.
This presentation is trivially equivalent to itself, but not strongly isomor-
phic.
w xForty years ago Erdos succeeded in E in characterizing equivalentÈ
presentations of torsion-free abelian groups; he proved that, if A is such a
group, the two presentations E and EX are equivalent if and only if H and
H X have the same rank.
w xSoon thereafter Fuchs in F slightly generalized Erdos' result, andÈ
formulated the question whether, given an arbitrary abelian group A, the
two presentations E and EX are equivalent if G and GX have the same
rank and, whenever H contains a direct summand K of G, then H X
contains a direct summand K X of GX of the same rank, and vice versa.
We note that Erdos' result was very recently extended, by Fuchs andÈ
w xLee FL , to flat modules of projective dimension F 1 over Prufer do-È
mains of finite character.
The problem of characterizing equivalent presentations of general
abelian groups remained unsolved for more than 30 years. The solution
w xwas finally given by Hill and Megibben in HM . They proved the following
deep result: The two presentations E and EX of the abelian group A are
equivalent if and only if, for every prime p, the dimensions of the two
Ž . Ž Xvector spaces over the field with p elements H q pG rpG and H q
X. X XpG rpG coincide. Actually, Hill and Megibben proved that, if H and H
have infinite rank, then the above condition ensures that E and EX are
strongly isomorphic. Hill and Megibben answered in the negative to Fuchs'
question by an easy counterexample, using their main result, and derived
many other important consequences. The most relevant is a new elegant
w xproof of the ``stacked bases theorem,'' conjectured by Kaplansky in K and
w xfirst proved by Cohen and Gluck in CG a quarter of a century later. It is
w xremarkable that the proof in HM of the stacked bases theorem using the
theorem on equivalence of presentations requires also a deep result on the
Žexistence of presentations satisfying suitable cardinal conditions Theorem
w x.3.2 in HM .
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w xThe results in HM have been extended to modules over Dedekind
w xdomains by Generalov and Zheludev in the recent paper GZ .
There are two observations which gave us the motivation for the present
paper. The first one is that the preceding presentation of ZrpZ is strongly
isomorphic to itself if Z is replaced by the local domain Z . Morep
w xgenerally, we remark that the ``transfer principle,'' proved by Vamos in VÂ
for a finitely generated torsion module A over a local commutative ring R,
may be used to show that the two presentations E and EX of such a
module are strongly isomorphic if and only if
H q PG H X q PGX
dim s dim .Xž / ž /PG PG
Here P denotes the maximal ideal of the local ring R and the dimensions
are those of RrP-vector spaces. The second observation is that the
w xcounterexample exhibited by Hill and Megibben in HM , which answers
Fuchs' question, uses the existence of distinct primes in Z; and, in fact, it is
not possible to obtain a counterexample making use of just one prime
number.
With these two observations in mind, we thought it natural to transfer
the main Hill]Megibben theorem to the local case. Passing to general
local domains, one loses of course many important properties of abelian
groups. The main loss is that a submodule of a free module is not free, in
general. However, this fact raises no difficulties. In fact, one works on the
``top'' of the modules H and G, and the crucial property which is needed
Ž .see Lemma 1.1 holds for free modules over arbitrary commutative local
domains.
The first section of this paper presents the proof of the main theorem,
which states that the two presentations E and EX of a module A over a
commutative local domain R, with maximal ideal P, are strongly isomor-
Ž .phic if and only if the dimensions as RrP-vector spaces of H q PG rPG
Ž X X. Xand H q PG rPG coincide. No restriction in the presence of finiteness
conditions is required. The necessity of the condition is evident, hence the
main theorem only deals with the sufficiency.
In the same section we derive three consequences of the main result,
still valid for modules over local domains. The first one is a natural
adaptation of the stacked bases theorem for presentations of direct sums
of cyclic modules. The second one is the existence of presentations of
``minimal size,'' in a certain technical sense, borrowed from Hill and
Megibben's paper. The third one is the proof that Fuchs' question has a
positive answer in the local case.
The second section is devoted to the study of modules A s GrH which
Ž .admit null presentations, that is, such that dim H q PG rPG s 0. We
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show that every module over a local domain is a direct summand of such a
module. Since the situation over general local domains seems rather
unmanageable, we confine ourselves to modules over valuation domains
w xR. If R is a DVR, from HM we derive a characterization of R-modules
with null presentations, in terms of cardinal invariants associated with the
module; moreover, in the torsion case, we prove that they are exactly those
Ž . Ž .R-modules A such that gen A s gen B for B a basic submodule of A.
The main result of the second section shows that, if R is a valuation
domain which is not a DVR, there exists an R-module not admitting null
Žpresentations, with the same associated cardinal invariants even finer
w x.than those used in HM of a module with null presentation. This result is
achieved through another one, which is of independent interest, namely,
for every valuation domain R, which is not a DVR, there exists a nonzero
ideal J such that P RrJ is not isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of/ 0
RrJ.
1. STRONGLY ISOMORPHIC PRESENTATIONS
In the present section, R will be a commutative local domain; P will
denote the maximal ideal of R and Q its field of fractions. Given an
R-module A, a presentation of A is a short exact sequence
E: 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0, 1Ž .
where G is a free module; note that, in general, H is not free. We will
think of H as embedded into G, whence A is isomorphic to GrH. The
d-in¤ariant of the presentation E is
d E s dim H q PG rPG.Ž . Ž .A R r P
The cardinal number
d s min d E : E presentation of A 4Ž .A A
will be called the d-in¤ariant of the module A.
Ž .The presentation of E is said to be minimal if d E s d . In particu-A A
Ž .lar, if d E s 0, then E is minimal, and it is called a null presentation;A
obviously, a null presentation E is characterized by the inclusion H : PG.
In subsequent arguments we will make an extensive use of the following
easy result.
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a free R-module. Then any element x g G_ PG
generates a cyclic summand of G.
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Proof. We may assume that G is finitely generated with say basis
y , . . . , y . Let x s Ýn r y . Since x f PG, we have r f P for a suitable1 n is1 i i j
 4j F n; then r is a unit of R, since R is local. Then x, y : i / j constitutesj i
a basis of G, and the result follows.
As a particular case of the above lemma, if h g H _ PG, then G s Rh
Ž .[ X and H s Rh [ X l H , for a suitable X : G.
From E we get the following exact sequence of RrP-vector spaces:
0 “ H q PG rPG “ GrPG “ ArPA “ 0,Ž .
which gives
rk G s dim GrPG s d E q dim ArPA.Ž . Ž .A
From the above formula we see that, if
EX : 0 “ H X “ GX “ A “ 0
Ž . Ž X. Ž . Ž X.is such that d E s d E , then rk G s rk G . This fact will be neededA A
in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We can now state our main theorem.
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a module o¤er the local domain R. Let E, EX be
Ž . Ž X.presentations of A such that d E s d E . Then for e¤ery automorphismA A
f : A “ A there exists an isomorphism p : G “ GX which makes the follow-
ing diagram commute:
6 666
G A 0HE: 0
p f
66
X X X6 6 6 6E : 0 H G A 0
w xAs in Hill and Megibben's paper HM , the proof of the theorem is
Žbased on the following fundamental lemma which readily gives the result
Ž . .if rk G F / .0
LEMMA 1.3. In the hypotheses of the preceding theorem, suppose p :
M “ M X is an isomorphism with the following conditions satisfied:
Ž . X X1 M and M are direct summands of G and G , respecti¤ely;
Ž . Ž . Ž . X2 If z g M we ha¤e f z q H s p z q H ;
Ž .3
H H X
dim s dim .X X XH l M q PG H l M q PGŽ . Ž .
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Then if S and SX are arbitrary finite subsets of G and GX, respecti¤ely, there
exist submodules N : G, N X : GX and an isomorphism t : N “ N X, such that
N = M j S, N X = M X j SX, NrM and N XrM X are finitely generated, t ex-
Ž . Ž . Xtends p , and conditions 1 ] 3 continue to hold with t , N, N replacing
p , M, M X, respecti¤ely.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since conditions 1 ] 3 are symmetric with respect to G and
X Ž w x.G , it is enough to show the following cf. HM : If N s M [ Rx is a
direct summand of G, then there is an isomorphism t : N “ N X extending
Ž . Ž . Xp , with conditions 1 ] 3 satisfied for t , N, N .
We will need the following two formulas. The first one can be easily
checked: If N s M [ Rx is a direct summand of G, with x / 0, then
H l N q PGŽ .
dim s 1 m x g H q M q PG. )Ž .
H l M q PGŽ .
The second one relates the dimensions of RrP-vector spaces:
H H H l N q PGŽ .
dim s dim q dim .
H l M q PG H l N q PG H l M q PGŽ . Ž . Ž .
))Ž .
We now examine the two possible cases.
Ž .Case I: x g M q H. Since M [ Rx s M [ R x y z for every z g M,
we may assume without loss of generality that x g H. Let us note that
x f M q PG; in fact, M is a direct summand, say G s M [ Rx [ G , and1
Ž . Ž .from x s m q pg s m q p m q sx q g m, m g M, g g G , p g P1 1 1 1 1
Ž .it follows that x s psx with ps g P, impossible. From x g H _ M q PG
X X Ž X X. Ž .it follows that there exists x g H _ M q PG , by virtue of condition 3 .
Let xX s mX q bX with bX g BX, where BX is a complementary summand of
M X in GX. Then bX f PBX, since xX f M X q PGX, so that RbX is a direct
summand of BX and we can write GX s M X [ RbX [ CX. Then N X s M X [
RxX s M X [ RbX is a direct summand of GX. Let t : N “ N X be the
X Ž .isomorphism which extends p and sends x into x . Then condition 1 is
Ž . X X X Ž . Xsatisfied. Moreover, f x q H s 0 q H s x q H s t x q H , and so
Ž . X Xcondition 2 is satisfied, too. Finally, since x g H and x g H , making
Ž . Ž . Ž . Xuse of ) and )) , we see that condition 3 holds for N, N .
Case II: x f M q H. Let us write GX s M X [ BX. Let w g GX be such
Ž . X X Xthat f x q H s w q H . Let us first suppose that w f M q PG ; it
follows that w s mX q bX, with mX g M X and bX g BX _ PBX. As in the first
case we have G s M X [ RbX [ CX. In this situation, set xX s w and note
that M X [ RxX s M X [ RbX is a direct summand of GX.
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Let us assume now that w g M X q PGX. Then we have x g H q M q PG.
X Y Ž X X Y X. y1Ž X X .In fact, let w s m q pb m g M , p g P, b g B ; then f m q H
y1Ž X. y1Ž Y X.s f w q H y pf b q H s m q H s x y pb q H, where m s
y1Ž X . Ž . Y Xp m g M and f b q H s b q H . It is then clear that x g H q M
Ž . Ž . Ž .q PG. But then from ) and )) we obtain HrH l M q PG / 0,
Ž . X X Ž X X.whence, in view of condition 3 , we also have H rH l M q PG / 0.
X X Ž X X. X Y XLet us then choose h g H _ M q PG . Let us write h s m q c , with
Y X X X X X X Ž X Y . Ž Ym g M and c g B _ PB . Let us set x s w q h s m q m q pb q
X . X Y X X X X Xc . Then d s pb q c g B _ PB , and therefore we can write G s M [
RdX [ DX. We conclude that N X s M X [ RxX s M X [ RdX is a direct sum-
mand of GX.
In both of the above situations, let us define t : N “ N X in a similar way
Ž .as in the preceding case. By construction, condition 1 holds for N and
X X X Ž .N . Moreover, since w y x g H , condition 2 is also satisfied. It remains
Ž . X Ž .to check condition 3 for N and N . In view of )) it is enough to prove
that
H l N q PG H X l N X q PGXŽ . Ž .
dim s dim ,X X XH l M q PG H l M q PGŽ . Ž .
Ž .which, in view of ) , will be true if we show that
x g H q M q PG m xX g H X q M X q PGX .
This last equivalence follows, arguing as above, from the fact that f is an
X XŽ .isomorphism and f x q H s x q H .
Making use of the above lemma, we can complete the proof of the main
theorem for the case when G, GX have arbitrary infinite ranks. We follow
w xthe arguments employed in HM , which we substantially repeat in order to
make the present paper self-contained. Some simplifications, which arise
w xin our setting with respect to HM , are evidentiated in the subsequent
Remark 1.4.
Ž . Ž X.Recall that we have already observed that d E s d E implies thatA A
Ž . Ž X. Ž . Ž X.rk G s rk G . Let rk G s rk G s m G / , where we view m as a limit0
ordinal, by taking m as the smallest ordinal of cardinality m. Let us fix
direct decompositions
G s Rx and GX s RxX .[ [l l
l-m l-m
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Ž . XŽ . XFor any subset I of m, we let G I s [ Rx and G I s [ Rx .l llg I lg I
Ž . Ž X.Using the hypothesis d E s d E , we can choose a fixed isomorphismA A
H H X
s : “ .X XH l PG H l PG
 4We shall construct by transfinite induction a family I of subsets of ml l- m
Ž . XŽ .with corresponding isomorphisms p : G I “ G I such that the follow-l l l
ing six conditions are satisfied:
Ž .i I : I if a - b - m.a b
Ž .ii I s D I if l is a limit ordinal.l a - l a
Ž . Ž . X XŽ .iii x g G I and x g G I for all l - m.l lq1 l lq1
Ž . Ž . X Ž . Ž .iv p x q H s f x q H for all x g G I .l l
Ž .v If a - l - m, then p is an extension of p .l a
Ž .vi For all l - m we have
H l G I q PG H X l GX I q PGXŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .l l
s s .X Xž /H l PG H l PG
Once the existence of the I 's and p 's is established, p s sup p willl l l- m l
be an isomorphism of G onto GX which induces f, and the desired
conclusion will follow.
Ž Ž . XŽ ..We start by setting I s B so that G I s 0 s G I , and we assume0 0 0
by induction that for all l - b we have I and p satisfying conditionsl l
Ž . Ž .i ] vi . If b is a limit ordinal, we set I s D I and p s sup p .b a - b a b a - b a
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .It is then readily seen that conditions i ] vi are satisfied note that iii is
Ž . .irrelevant and vi is preserved by ascending unions . The construction
where b s a q 1 is more difficult and relies heavily on Lemma 1.3.
Ž . X XŽ .Assume then that b s a q 1 and let M s G I , M s G I . Note0 a 0 a
Ž .that, as a consequence of condition vi , we have
H H X
( .X X XH l M q PG H l M q PGŽ . Ž .0 0
Thus the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3 are satisfied by M , M X , t s p .0 0 0 a
 4  X 4The idea is to construct an ascending sequence M , M of submod-n n
ules of G, GX, respectively, with isomorphisms t : M “ M X , inducing f,n n n
such that: M rM , M X rM X are finitely generated: D M , D M Xn 0 n 0 n- v n n- v n
Ž . XŽ .are of the form G I , G I , respectively, for a suitable subset I of m; if we
Ž . Ž .set I s I and p s sup t , then conditions i ] vi are satisfied.aq1 aq1 n- v n
In this way our inductive step will be done.
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Ž .First of all we need an observation which is crucial to settle property vi
in our construction: if M , M X are any submodules of G, GX such thatn n
M rM , M X rM X are finitely generated, then there exist finite subsetsn 0 n 0
S , SX of H and H X, respectively, such thatn n
X X X ² X : X XH l M q PG H l M q PG S q H l PGŽ . Ž . Ž .n ny1 n
s : qX X X Xž /H l PG H l PG H l PG
² :H l M q PG S q H l PGŽ . Ž .n n: s qž /H l PG H l PG
)))Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..when n s 0 ))) arises from vi .
Then the M , M X are built up as follows. Since the hypotheses ofn n
Lemma 1.3 are satisfied by M , M X , t s p , we may find an isomorphism0 0 0 a
t : M “ M X extending t and inducing f on M , where M and M X are1 1 1 0 1 1 1
direct summands of G and GX, respectively, such that x g M , xX g M Xa 1 a 1
and both M rM and M XrM X are finitely generated. Now we can pick a1 0 1 0
 4finite subset l , . . . , l of m such that N s M [ Rx [ ??? [ Rx and1 k 1 0 l l1 k
N X s M X [ RxX [ ??? [ RxX contain M and M X and also, respectively,1 0 l l 1 11 kX Ž .the finite subsets S and S as in ))) . Since the hypotheses of Lemma1 1
1.3 remain intact for t : M “ M X , we can find an appropriate extension1 1 1
t : M “ M X , where the direct summands M and M X contain N and N X,2 2 2 2 2 1 1
respectively, and both M rM and M XrM X are finitely generated. Repeat-2 1 2 1
ing the procedure, we can build an ascending sequence t : M “ M X ofn n n
isomorphisms inducing f, where M : N : M , so that, in particular,n n nq1
S ; M , and similarly for the M X 's. Note that D M s D Nn nq1 n n- v n n- v n
X X Ž . XŽ .and D M s D N are of the form G I and G I , respectively,n- v n n- v n
for a suitable subset I of m. As anticipated above, we take I s I andaq1
Ž . Ž .p s sup t . It is now readily seen that conditions i ] v hold foraq1 n- v n
Ž . Ž .I and p ; condition vi is satisfied, too, in view of ))) , since, byaq1 aq1
construction, we have S ; M and SX ; M X .n nq1 n nq1
Thus the proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete.
Remark 1.4. It is convenient to compare accurately the preceding
w xresults with similar ones in HM , as well as their proofs. For this purpose
w xwe have adopted the same notation as in HM , with obvious modifications.
The main difference in our situation is that in the statement of Theorem
w x X2.4 of HM , it is required that H and H have infinite rank, and, in fact,
the result, for abelian groups, is no longer true if we let the infiniteness
Ž .hypothesis drop this fact was recalled in the Introduction . It is also
w xrelevant that in Lemma 2.5 of HM , corresponding to our Lemma 1.3, the
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inductive conditions are four, and not just three: In the abelian groups
situation one must also add the condition
rk M - rk H and rk M X - rk H X .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .To treat this condition properly, one must prove in advance that rk H s
Ž X. w xrk H ; this fact is verified in Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 of HM ,
making use of the arguments which by no means are adaptable to the local
Ž . Ž X.situation. Note that, in our case, rk H s rk H is an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 1.2. The local case also allows the proof of Lemma 1.3
to be direct, avoiding many difficult technicalities in the Hill]Megibben
w xproof of Lemma 2.5 HM . The fact that we do not need the above
conditions on ranks also give a simplification in the transfinite induction
employed in the remainder of the proof of Theorem 1.2. In fact, in the
proof of their Theorem 2.4, Hill and Megibben need a seventh condition
Ž < < < < .namely that I F l / in the transfinite induction; moreover, initiallyl 0
Ž . Ž .they must assume that rk H s rk G , and they settle the case when
Ž . Ž .rk H - rk G by a further argument. However, let us note that the core
w xof the inductive construction is the same here and in HM .
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of three important
corollaries of Theorem 1.2. The first one is the ``stacked bases theorem for
modules over local domains.''
THEOREM 1.5. Let R be a local domain, let A be a direct sum of cyclic
R-modules, and let
E: 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0
 4be a presentation of A. Then there exists a basis x of G such thati
Ž .G s [ Rx and H s [ J x for suitable possibly nonproper ideals J of R.i i i ii i
Ž .Proof. Since A is a direct sum of cyclics, we can write A s [ RrI ,jj
for suitable ideals I of R. Letj
E : 0 “ I y “ Ry “ A “ 0[ [1 j j j
j j
Ž .be a canonical presentation of A; let us note that d E s d s 0. Let usA 1 A
Ž .now fix a free R-module F of rank equal to d E . Let us consider theA
presentation
E : 0 “ I y [ F “ Ry [ F “ A “ 0.[ [2 j j j
j j
Ž .It is clear that the presentation E has a stacked basis; moreover, d E2 A 2
Ž . Ž .s rk F s d E . Therefore, by Theorem 1.2, E and E are stronglyA 2
isomorphic. It follows that E has a stacked basis, too, as desired.
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It is worth noting two main differences from the abelian groups situation
w xexamined in HM : First, we do not have to distinguish between the case
when A is finitely generated from when it is not. Second, the stacked basis
theorem for nonfinitely generated abelian groups does not follow easily
w xfrom the main Theorem 2.4 in HM , as our Theorem 1.5 does from
Ž w x.Theorem 1.2 cf. the proof of Theorem 3.2 of HM .
Let us now define a cardinal invariant attached to arbitrary R-modules;
this cardinal invariant is reminiscent of that introduced in Section 4 of
w x Ž .HM . Recall that, for any module M, gen M denotes the minimal
cardinality of a system of generators of M. For a given R-module A, let
m s min gen B : B : A and ArB is free . 4Ž .A
ŽObviously, if A has no free summands in particular, if A is a torsion
. Ž .module , then m s gen A .A
w xThe following proposition corresponds to Proposition 4.1 of HM .
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let R be a local domain and let
E: 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0
be a gi¤en presentation of the R-module A, and set A s B [ X, with
Ž .gen B s m and X free. Then there exist direct decompositions G s G [ FA 1
Ž . Ž .and H s H [ F such that H : G and rk G s gen A . Moreo¤er, if1 1 1 1
Ž .either m G / or B is torsion, then rk H s m holds.A 0 1 A
Ž .Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that gen A s m . InA
fact, from A s B [ X it follows that G s G [ X , where H : G andB 1 B
X ( X. If we prove the statement for the presentation of B:1
E : 0 “ H “ G “ B “ 0,B B
Ž .which satisfies gen B s m s m , then we easily obtain the desiredA B
Ž .decomposition for G and H. So from now on we assume that gen A s m ,A
and so, in our notation, we set A s B, X s 0. We examine two cases: mA
finite and infinite.
Let us first assume that m - / . Then A has a presentationA 0
EX : 0 “ H X “ GX “ A “ 0,
Ž X. Ž . Ž X.where rk G s gen A s m . Note that, since rk G is minimal, thenA
X X Ž X.necessarily H : PG , so that d E s 0. Let now Y be a free R-moduleA
Ž . Ž .such that rk Y s d E . Let us consider the presentationA
EY : 0 “ H X [ Y “ GX [ Y “ A.
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Ž Y . Ž .It is readily checked that d E s d E . Then from Theorem 1.2 we getA A
the desired decompositions G s G [ F and H s H [ F by means of1 1
the isomorphisms G ( GX [ Y and H ( H X [ Y. Let us also observe that,
Ž X. Ž X. Ž .if A s B is torsion, then necessarily rk H s rk G , whence rk H s1
Ž X. Ž X. Ž .rk H s rk G s gen A s m . Then the assertion is completely provedA
when m is finite.A
Ž .Let us now examine the case when rk G G / . We look for decomposi-0
Ž .tions G s G [ F and H s H [ F such that H : G and rk G s1 1 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gen A . If rk G s gen A there is nothing to prove. Assume rk G )
Ž .gen A and let F be a free module of rank equal to that of G. Let2
E : 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 02 2 2
Ž . Ž .be a presentation of A with rk G s gen A . Then G [ F has rank2 2 2
equal to that of G. Consider now the presentation
E : 0 “ H [ F “ G [ F “ A “ 0.3 2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž .If we prove that d E s d E , then, again from Theorem 1.2, we obtainA A 3
the desired decompositions G s G [ F and H s H [ F by means of1 1
Ž .the isomorphisms G ( G [ F and H ( H [ F . Now we have d E2 2 2 2 A 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s d E q rk F s d E q rk G ; but d E s dim H q PG rPGA 2 2 A 2 A 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F dim G rPG s rk G s gen A , so that d E s rk G . On the2 2 2 A 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .other hand, rk G s d E q dim ArPA , and since dim ArPA FA
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gen A , it follows that rk G s d E , whence d E s d E .A A A 3
Ž . Ž .To end the proof, it remains to show that rk H s m . Since rk G s1 A 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .gen A s m , it suffices to prove that rk H s rk G . By contradiction,A 1 1
Ž . Ž .let us assume that rk H - rk G . Then H is contained in a direct1 1 1
summand L of G of rank smaller than that of G . But then A contains a1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .submodule B ( LrH such that gen B F rk L - rk G s m , and1 1 1 1 A
ArB is free, a contradiction.1
Ž .The requirement rk H s m is not satisfied in general when B is1 A
finitely generated and not torsion, as shown in the following example.
w xEXAMPLE 1.7. Let us consider the local domain R s K X, Y , whereP
Ž .X, Y are indeterminates over the field K, and P s X, Y . Let us consider
the following exact sequence:
E: 0 “ R Xz q Yz “ Rz [ Rz “ A “ 0.Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž . ŽIt is easy to verify that A is torsion-free of rank 1, gen A s m s 2 soA
.that A s B in this situation , E is a null presentation of A, and, if
Ž . Ž .H s R Yz q Yz , then rk H s 1 - m .1 2 A
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Let us now give the third relevant application of the main theorem. For
two given presentations of an abelian group A,
E: 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0,
EX : 0 “ H X “ GX “ A “ 0.
Ž w x. XFuchs Problem 36, p. 203 of F asked whether E and E are equivalent
Ž . Ž X .provided that rk G s rk G and, whenever H contains a direct summand
K of G, then H X contains a direct summand K X of GX of the same rank,
and vice versa.
w xHill and Megibben answered in the negative in Corollary 1.7 of HM ,
Ž .providing an easy counterexample which uses the global setting . As a
vindication of the validity of Fuchs' question, we show that it has a positive
answer, even in a stronger form, for modules over an arbitrary local
domain.
THEOREM 1.8. Let R be a local domain and let E and EX as abo¤e be
presentations of the R-module A. Then E and EX are strongly isomorphic if and
only if the following condition is satisfied:
Ž . XC H contains a direct summand K of G if and only if H contains a
direct summand K X of GX of the same rank.
Ž . Ž . Ž X.Proof. It is enough to show that condition C implies d E s d E .A A
Ž . Ž X.Without loss of generality, we assume that d E F d E . Suppose firstA A
Ž X. X X Xthat d E is finite. Recall that every h g H _ PG gives rise to directA
X X X X X Ž X X.decompositions G s Rh [ X , H s Rh [ X l H , as observed just
Ž .after Lemma 1.1. In view of C , to such decompositions there correspond
Ž .direct decompositions G s Rh [ X, H s Rh m X l H , for suitable h g
Ž X .H _ PG and X : G. Then, since d E is finite, an easy induction givesA
Ž . Ž X.d E s d E .A A
Ž X.Let us now suppose that d E is infinite. By way of contradiction, letA
Ž . Ž X.us assume that d E - d E . Let F be a free module such thatA A
Ž . Ž X .rk F s d E . Then the presentationA
E : 0 “ H [ F “ G [ F “ A “ 01
has the same d-invariant as EX, whence, by Theorem 1.2, H X s HY [ FX
X Y X Y Y X Ž .and G s G [ F , where H ( H, G ( G, F ( F. By C it follows that
H s H [ F and G s G [ F , where the ranks of F and F coincide.0 0 0 0 0
XŽ . Ž . Ž .But then d E G rk F s d E , a contradiction.A 0 A
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2. MODULES WITH NULL PRESENTATIONS
Let A be a module over the local domain R. From the remark after
Lemma 1.1 we infer that the d-in¤ariant d of A is either 0 or an infiniteA
Ž .cardinal. We denote by P R the class of the R-modules A such thatk
Ž .d s k k s 0 or an infinite cardinal .A
Ž .Let us observe that every R-module M such that gen M s k and
Ž .M s PM lies in P R . When R is a valuation domain, it is easy tok
construct such an R-module M for every assigned infinite cardinal k .
Ž .The relevance of the class P R is made evident by the following0
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a local domain with maximal ideal P. Then
Ž . Ž .a A g P R if and only if it contains a system of generators which0
are independent modulo PA;
Ž . Ž .b e¤ery R-module A is a direct summand of a module in P R .0
Ž .  4Proof. a It is immediate to check that a system of generators ai ig L
of A is independent modulo PA exactly if the presentation
p
0 “ H “ Rx “ A “ 0[ i
igL
Ž . Ž .given by the assignments p x s a i g L is a null presentation.i i
Ž .  4b Let a q PA be a basis of the RrP-vector space ArPA, andi ig L
 4x a corresponding set of symbols. For each a g PA, consider a pairi ig L
of corresponding symbols y and z . Let us define a homomorphisma a
f : G s Rx [ Ry “ A [ RrPz[ [ [i a a
igL agPA agPA
through the assignments x ‹ a and y ‹ a q z . We will show thati i a a
Ker f : PG and that f is surjective, so that f gives rise to a null
Ž .presentation of A [ [ RrPz . Assume that f Ý r x q Ý s y s 0a i i i a a aag PA
Ž . Ž .r , s g R almost all zero ; then 0 s Ý r a q Ý s a q z implies thati a i i i a a a
Ý s z s 0, whence all the s are in P. It follows that Ý r a g PA, anda a a a i i i
the independence modulo PA of the a implies that r g P for all i. So wei i
have proved that Ker f : PG. In order to show that f is onto, it suffices
Ž . Ž .to see that PA : f G , since a g f G for all i g L. First, we prove thati
2 Ž .P A : f G . It is enough to prove that each element of the form a s pqb
Ž . Ž . Ž .p, q g P, b g A lies in f G . In fact, qb q z g f G , so that alsoqb
Ž . Ž . Ž .a s p qb q z g f G . As a consequence, to show that PA : f G , itqb
suffices to prove that each element of the form c s pd, where p g P and
Ž .d g A_ PA, lies in f G . In fact, we have d s Ý r a q qe, for suitablei i i
Ž .r g R almost all zero, q g P, and e g A. Then c s pÝ r a q pqe g f G ,i i i i
Ž .since all summands are in f G . The desired conclusion follows.
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Ž .The class P R obviously contains the free modules, and, by0
Nakayama's lemma, also the finitely generated modules; hence it contains
Ž .all modules with finite m . Moreover, P R is closed under direct sums.A 0
Ž . Ž .Proposition 2.1 b shows that P R is not closed under direct summands;0
moreover, it is not closed under direct products, as we will see later.
In the investigation of R-modules with null presentations, pleasant
Žproperties are lost if R is a general local domain see, e.g., Example 1.7
.compared with Proposition 2.3 . For this reason, from now on in this
section we shall deal with valuation domains; thus R will denote a
valuation domain, with maximal ideal P. For general facts about valuation
w xdomains and their modules, we refer to FS .
Our first goal is to investigate pure submodules of free modules.
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a ¤aluation domain, let K be a pure submodule of a
Ž . Ž .free R-module, and let H be a submodule of K such that rk H - rk K .
Then H q PK is strictly contained in K.
Proof. Let K be pure in a free module F. Then H is contained in a
summand F of F of the same rank as H. Now, from K s H q PK, one1
deduces that K : F [ PF , where F is a complement of F in F. Since1 2 2 1
K is pure, we get K l F s 0, hence K can be embedded into F . This is2 1
Ž . Ž .impossible, since rk F - rk K , whence the assertion.1
We can derive from Lemma 2.2 a result which shows that pure submod-
ules of free R-modules have a good behavior with respect to the cardinal
invariants we deal with.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a ¤aluation domain, and let K be a pure
Ž . Ž . Ž .submodule of a free R-module. Then rk K s gen K s dim KrPK .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. The inequalities gen K G dim KrPK and gen K G rk K are
Ž .always true the latter for torsion-free modules . Since K is separable, by
w x Ž .FS, XIV, 6.1 , if rk K F / then K is free and the claim is trivial.0
Ž .Assume that rk K s r ) / . Then K is the union of a smooth ascending0
chain of pure submodules
0 s K - K - ??? - K - ??? a - rX , where rX s cof r )Ž . Ž .Ž .0 1 a
Ž . Xsuch that rk K - r for all a - r . By induction on the rank, we havea
Ž . Ž . Ž . Xrk K s gen K s dim K rPK for all a - r , hence the equalitya a a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .rk K s gen K follows. In order to obtain the equality dim KrPK s r,
Ž .we construct a chain as in ) satisfying the requirement K › K q PKaq1 a
X ŽXfor all a - r , which is possible by Lemma 2.2. Then KrPK s D Ka - r a
. Xq PK rPK, with K q PK › K q PK for all a - r , whenceaq1 a
Ž .dim KrPK s r.
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Making use of the preceding result, we obtain a useful formula for
presentations, which supplements the formula after Lemma 1.1. Recall
that tA denotes the torsion part of the module A.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let
0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0
be a presentation of the module A o¤er the ¤aluation domain R. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .rk H s d E q dim tArPtA .A
Proof. Let us consider the exact sequence
EX : 0 “ H “ HU “ tA “ 0,
where HU is the purification of H in G. Using the preceding proposition,
we get
rk H s rk HU s dim HUrPH UŽ . Ž . Ž .
s dim HUr PHU q H q dim PHU q H rPHU .Ž . Ž .
Ž U . U ŽThen we get the desired conclusion from PH q H rPH ( Hr H l
U . Ž . Ž . U Ž U .PH s Hr H l PG ( H q PG rPG, and H r PH q H ( tArPtA.
An obvious consequence of Proposition 2.4 is that two presentations of
an R-module A with the same d-invariant have kernels with the same
rank.
In the next two results we shall deal with the case where R is a DVR,
with maximal ideal pR. We obtain a characterization of modules in
Ž .P R , through the following lemma, essentially due to Hill and Megibben0
Ž w x.see Lemma 4.4 of HM .
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be a discrete ¤aluation ring with maximal ideal pR,
Ž .and let C be a submodule of the R-module A satisfying gen C -
Ž .dim tArptA . Then for all a g A there exists x f C q pA such that a g C q
Rx.
Proof. We may assume that a f C and a g C q pA. If now there is
k g N such that a g C q pkA and a f C q pkq1A, we easily reach the
desired conclusion. Let us then suppose that, for all n g N, there exist
c g C and x g C q pA such that a s c q pn x . Since C is generatedn n n n
Ž .by fewer than dim tArptA elements, it is clear that there is a w g tA,
w f C q pA; let w be annihilated by pm, say. Let us set x s x q w; thenm
mx f C q pA and a s c q p x g C q Rx.m
Ž .In the following proposition, the characterization in b of modules with
null presentations over a DVR is essentially due to Hill and Megibben
w x Ž .HM, Sect. 4 ; the characterization in c for torsion modules is new.
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THEOREM 2.6. Let us consider the following conditions for a module A
o¤er the discrete ¤aluation ring R, with maximal ideal P s pR;
Ž . Ž .a A g P R ;0
Ž . Ž .b m s dim tArptA ;A
Ž . Ž . Ž .c gen A s gen B for each basic submodule B of A.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Then a m b « c , and, if A is torsion, then also c « b .
Ž . Ž .Proof. a « b In view of Nakayama's lemma, the assertion is obvi-
ous when m is finite. Otherwise, in view of Proposition 1.6, there exists aA
Ž .null presentation E of A such that rk H s m . The assertion followsA
Ž .from d E s 0 and the formula in Proposition 2.4.A
Ž . Ž .b « a We want to construct a system of generators of A inde-
Ž .pendent modulo PA Proposition 2.1 . We may assume, without loss of
Ž .  4generality, that gen A s m . Let a : a - m be any set of generators ofA a A
 4A. Now we construct by transfinite induction sets X s x : b - a ,a b
a - m , satisfying the requirements: X ; X if a - g ; the x , b - a ,A a g b
² :are independent modulo PA; a g X for all b - a . In fact, let us setb a
X s B and suppose that X has been constructed. When g - m is a0 a A
² :limit ordinal, we set X s D X . We need to define X . Since Xg a -g a aq1 a
is generated by a - m elements, we are in the position to apply LemmaA
² : ² :2.5: Starting with a , we find x f X q PA such that a g X qa a a a a
 4Rx . Then we set X s X j x . Note that, as readily verified, x anda aq1 a a a
the x , b - a , are independent modulo PA. It is now clear that x :b a
4a - m is the required system of generators.A
Ž . Ž .b « c Recall that B is a direct sum of cyclic R-modules, such
n n n Žthat p A l B s p B and p A q B s A, for all n g N. The existence and
.uniqueness up to isomorphism of such a B is well known. Again we
Ž .assume, without loss of generality, that gen A s m . By purity we haveA
Ž . Ž . Ž .tArptA ( tBrptB, hence gen A s dim tArptA s dim tBrptB F
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gen B F gen A shows that b implies c .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c « b Under the hypothesis that A is torsion: gen A s gen B
Ž . Ž . Ž .implies m s gen A s dim BrpB s dim ArpA .A
Ž . Ž .The implication c « b does not hold in general, as the following
example shows.
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let M be a torsion-free indecomposable Z -module ofp
rank 2. Then M has a basic submodule B ( Z . Consider now the0 p
Ž .Z -module A s [ M. Clearly gen A s / and B s [ B is a basicp 0 0/ /0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .submodule of A satisfying gen B s gen A ; A f P R since it is not0
free.
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From Theorem 2.6 we deduce, for instance, that all countable reduced
p-groups admit null presentations. An example of a p-group which does
not admit null presentations is B, the torsion completion of a countable
direct sum B of cyclic p-groups.
The preceding theorem shows that, when R is a DVR, we can character-
Ž .ize the modules in P R in terms of cardinal invariants, and that, once0
free summands are disregarded, their torsion part must be ``sufficiently
large.'' Example 1.7 shows that this is no more true over arbitrary local
domains, providing a torsion-free module which is not free but has a null
presentation.
The favorable situation for torsion-free modules remains valid for gen-
eral valuation domains.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let R be a ¤aluation domain. Then a torsion-free
Ž .module A lies in P R if and only if A is free.0
Proof. When R is a valuation domain and A is torsion-free, elements
which are independent modulo PA are automatically linearly independent.
Ž .Then apply Proposition 2.1 a .
In the next proposition we obtain some necessary conditions for mod-
ules with null presentations. First, we recall that a finitely generated
module over a valuation domain R is the direct sum of its torsion part plus
a free module; then the proof of Proposition 1.6 ensures that for every
R-module A one can find a presentation
E: 0 “ H “ G “ A “ 0 )Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .such that rk G s gen A and rk H s m .A
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.9. Let R be a ¤aluation domain and let A g P R . Then:0
Ž . Ž . Ž .i gen A s dim ArPA .
Ž . Ž .ii m s dim tArPtA .A
Ž . Ž .iii If m F / , then tA g P R .A 0 0
Ž .Proof. Let E as in ) be a null presentation of A, satisfying the above
Ž .described properties. The formula after Lemma 1.1 gives i , and Proposi-
Ž . Ž . Ž U .tion 2.4 gives ii . Finally, under the hypothesis of iii we have rk H F / ,0
U U wwhere H is the purification of H in G, hence H is free, by FS, XIV,
x6.1 . Thus we get that
0 “ H “ HU “ tA “ 0
is a null presentation of tA.
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Ž . Ž .Note that the equality in i is a consequence of that in ii .
Ž .While condition ii of the preceding proposition is also sufficient for an
R-module A to admit null presentation if R is a discrete valuation ring,
this is never true whenever R is a valuation domain but not a DVR. This
negative behavior is the topic of the final part of this section.
LEMMA 2.10. Let R be a ¤aluation domain, let J be an ideal of R not
Ž .isomorphic to the maximal ideal P, and let A s Ł RrJ. Then A g P R if/ 00
and only if A is isomorphic to a direct sum of 2/ 0 copies of RrJ.
Proof. One implication is obvious. Let us suppose there is a surjection
Ž .f : G “ A, where G is free and Ker f s H : PG. We want to show that
H s JG, from which the assertion readily follows. It is clear that JG : H,
since JA s 0. Let us now pick an arbitrary element y g H; since R is a
valuation domain, we can write y s pw, where p g P and w g G_ PG. To
conclude the proof, it suffices to show that, necessarily, p lies in J. First,
Ž . Ž .we see that f w g A_ PA: in fact if f w s qb, q g P, b g A, and if
Ž .z g G is such that f z s b, we have w y qz g H : PG, whence w g PG,
Ž . Ž . Ž .impossible. We may write f w as a sequence f w s s q J , wheren n
ps g J for all n. However, note that no q g P can divide all the s , sincen n
Ž .f w f PA. Let us now suppose, by contradiction, that p f J. Since J \ P,
there must exist q g P such that pq f J. As observed above, there exists k
such that q does not divide s ; but then ps f J, and this is the requiredk k
contradiction.
w xFor a given R-module M, we denote by M P the socle of M, that is,
the submodule consisting of those elements x g M such that px s 0 for
all p g P.
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let R be a ¤aluation domain which is not a DVR.
Ž .Then there exists a nonzero ideal J nonisomorphic to the maximal ideal of R
such that A s Ł RrJ is not isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of RrJ./ 0
Proof. We have to distinguish the two cases when R is archimedean
Žthat is, P is the unique nonzero prime ideal of R, or, equivalently, the
value group of the valuation domain R is an ordered subgroup of the
.reals or not.
Let us first suppose that R contains nonzero prime ideals distinct from
P. It is then known that there exists an r g R such that 0 / F r nR s J isn
Ž .a prime ideal automatically nonisomorphic to P . Let us set D s RrJ; it
Žsuffices to prove that the D-module A s Ł D is not free by an abuse of/ 0
.notation, we still denote the maximal ideal of D by P . The argument is
analogous to the classical proof that Ł Z is not free. Let t s r q J g D;/ 0
then F t nD s 0. Let us consider the D-submodule C of A whosen
Ž .elements are the sequences x g D satisfying the property that for alln n
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Ž . k Ž .k G 0 there exists n k such that t divides x for every n G n k . Onen
immediately checks that C is pure in A. It is also readily seen that every
element of C is congruent, modulo PA, to an element of [ D, whence,/ 0Ž . Ž . / 0in particular, dim CrPC s / . Let us now verify that rk C s 2 . Let us0
recall that there exist 2/ 0 infinite subsets X , s - 2/ 0 of N, whose mutuals
intersections are all finite. For all s - 2/ 0 we define an element z ss
Ž Ž .. Ž . n Ž .z n g A in the following way: z n s t if n g X ; z n s 0 ifs n s s s
n f X . We see at once that z g C for all s , since X is infinite. Tos s s
Ž . / 0 / 0conclude that rk C s 2 , it suffices to show that the z , s - 2 , ares
linearly independent over D. Assume that X , . . . , X are pairwise dis-s s1 k
tinct and that
k
d z s 0, d g D.Ý k s ii
is1
For every fixed j F k, there exists n g N such that n g X and n f Xj j s j sj ik Ž . n jif i / j. Then 0 s Ý d z n s d t implies that d s 0. The linearis1 i s j j ji
independence of the z follows. Let us now suppose, by contradiction, thats
Ž . Ž .A is free; then by Proposition 2.3 we have rk C s dim CrPC , and this
yields the desired contradiction.
Let us now suppose that R is archimedean. Since R is not a DVR, there
 4exists a sequence r of elements of R such that r properly divides rn n n nq1
for all n, and J s F r R is a nonzero ideal nonisomorphic to P. More-n n
over, since R is archimedean, for all p g P there exists n g N such thatp
pr g J for all n ) n . We have to show that A s Ł RrJ cannot be an p / 0
direct sum of copies of RrJ. By contradiction, assume that A is such a
direct sum. Let us consider the submodule S s [ RrJ of A; since/ 0
Ž . Ž . / 0gen S s / - gen A s 2 , and A is a direct sum of cyclics, there exists0
Ž . Ž .a direct summand A of A such that S : A and gen S s gen A s / .1 1 1 0
Let A s A [ A . Let C be the submodule of A such that CrS s1 2
Ž .w xArS P . Let us note that C : A : In fact, let b s a q a g C, where1 1 2
a g A ; since pb g S for all p g P and S l A s 0, we have pa s 0 fori i 2 2
w x w xall p g P, so that a g A P ; but A P s 0 since J \ P. In particular, we2
Ž .w x Ž .have CrS s A rS P , so that dim CrS F / . We shall reach the1 R r P 0
Ž . / 0desired contradiction by showing that dim CrS s 2 . It suffices toR r P
/ 0  / 04find 2 elements of C, s : i - 2 such that for each finite subset F ofi
2/ 0 , any sum of the form Ý u s is not in S when the u are units of R.ig F i i i
Ž Ž . . Ž . / 0We shall construct the s s s n q J , s n g R, n - v, i - 2 ,i i n i
satisfying the following property:
Ž . / 0a For every finite subset F of 2 , there exist infinitely many
Ž .n - v such that the ideals s n R are pairwise distinct for all i g F.i
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Ž . Ž .If a holds, and the u , i g F, are units, we have Ý u s n f J fori ig F i i
infinitely many indexes n, whence Ý u s f S.ig F i i
Again we make use of the 2/ 0 infinite subsets X , s - 2/ 0 of N, defineds
/ 0  4 Žabove. For all s - 2 we define a map s : N “ r : n - v the r are ass n n
.above in the following way:
 4s n s r , where k s min m g X : m G nŽ .s k s
Ž Ž . .note that s n s r if and only if n g X . By the definitions, we sees n s
Ž .that for every p g P there exists n g N such that ps n g J for allp s
n ) n . Now, for any finite fixed number of such maps s , . . . , s therep s s1 k
exists n g N such that, for all 1 F i, j F k, we have X l X l n g N:0 s si k
4n G n s B. It is then clear by the properties of the r that, for any fixed0 n
Ž .n G n , the ideals s n R are pairwise distinct for 1 F i F k. Therefore all0 s i
Ž Ž . . / 0the elements s s s n q J , s - 2 , lie in C and fulfill our require-s s n
ments. The desired conclusion follows.
Proposition 2.11 has the relevant consequence that we cannot hope to
Ž .characterize R-modules in P R in terms of cardinal invariants associ-0
ated with the module, if R is a valuation domain which is not a DVR.
The invariant associated with the torsion module A in Theorem 2.6 is
Ž .the dimension of ArpA. The RrpR -vector space ArpA is the union of
Ž w n x .the countable chain of subspaces A s A p q pA rpA, n - v, wheren
A s 0. Therefore ArpA ( [ S , where0 nn- v
w n x w n xA A p q pA A pn
S s s ( .n ny1 ny1 nw xA A p q pA A p q pA pny1
The vector spaces S are particular cases of a-invariants, as defined inn
w x Ž w x.FS1 see also FS, X.1 . We recall the definition: Given a module M,
Ž .over a valuation domain R with maximal ideal P, and a couple s , I ,
Ž w x .where s is a height see FS, VIII.1 for the definition and I is a proper
Ž .ideal, the a-invariant of M relative to s , I is the RrP-vector space
s w xM I
a s , I s .Ž .M s q sqw x w xM I q M I
s Ž sq.Here M resp. M consists of the elements of M with height G s
Ž . s w x Ž s w qx. sresp. ) s ; M I resp. M I consists of the elements of M whose
Ž . Ž sqw x.annihilators contain resp. strictly contain I similarly for M I .
In the case of the module A over the DVR R, clearly we have
S ( a 0, pnRŽ .n A
Ž n .and therefore ArpA ( [ a 0, p R .An- v
We can now state the main result of this section.
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THEOREM 2.12. Let R be a ¤aluation domain which is not a DVR. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .there exist R-modules A f P R and B g P R such that a 0, I s0 0 A
Ž .a 0, I for all proper ideals I of R.B
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.11, we distinguish two cases,
depending on whether R is archimedean or not. In either case, we choose
a nonzero ideal J as in the proof of Proposition 2.11 and we set A s
/ Ž .Ł RrJ and B s [ RrJ. Obviously, B g P R . By Proposition 2.110/ 020
Ž .and Lemma 2.10, we see that A f P R . To conclude the proof, we show0
Ž . Ž .that a 0, I s a 0, I for every ideal I of R.A B
In both cases it is evident that
w x w xA A J q PA B B J q PB
s , s . )Ž .
PA PA PB PB
w qx w qxWe will show that A J : PA and B J : PB. This fact implies that the
Ž . Ž . Ž .only nonzero invariants are a 0, J and a 0, J , which, in view of ) ,A B
/ 0 Ž . Ž .both have dimension 2 . It follows that a 0, I s a 0, I for every idealA B
I, as desired.
In the archimedean case, we have J s F r R, where r properlyn n n
Ž .w qx w qxdivides r . Since, clearly, RrJ J : PrJ, it follows that B J : PB.nq1
Ž . w qxLet now a s a q J g A J . Then there exists s g R_ J such thatn n
sa s 0; consequently, there must be a k g N such that r a g J for allk n
Žn g N. Choose now p g P such that pr f J for instance, set p sk
.r rr ; then, necessarily, p divides a for all n, whence a g pA : PA.kq1 k n
w qx w qxSince a g A J was arbitrary, we conclude that A J : PA.
Let us now suppose that R is not archimedean. Here 0 / J s F r nR isn
a prime ideal. In this case all nonzero elements of both A and B have
q qw x w xannihilator J, whence trivially 0 s A J : PA and 0 s B J : PB.
The following problems naturally arise from our investigation:
Ž . Ž .1. Find a necessary condition which, together with condition ii of
Ž .Proposition 2.9, ensures that the module A belongs to P R .0
Ž . Ž .2. Does A g P R imply that tA g P R ?0 0
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